
Keeping Seniors Safe

Enviral Tech: Keeping Seniors and Staff 
Safe from COVID-19

Enviral Tech is an infection control company found-

ed by scientists who are committed to making the 

latest technologies available to anyone who wants 

to fight against infectious diseases within our com-

munities. Early in 2020, Enviral Tech became the 

first company to offer environmental COVID surface 
testing as a tool for the early detection of virus 

incursion into long term-care facilities. Today we 

continue to lead the charge against viral infections 

in long-term and senior care. 

Enviral Tech's surface testing solutions provide crit-

ical early viral detection, which is essential for pre-

venting new infections and improving consumer 

confidence, in ways that diagnostic testing cannot. 

• Developed the first COVID-19 surface test

• Delivers fast 24-hour surface test result turn-

around

• Serves hundreds of senior communities nation-

wide with more than 20,000 tests performed 

• Platform will soon include the ability to detect 

other viral and bacterial infections such as 

Norovirus, C. difficile, and MRSA
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Why surface testing?

Our solution

Figure 1. Sample viral testing report.

40% of people infected with COVID-19 never develop 

symptoms, and those who do develop symptoms often 
shed the most virus right before they feel sick. The 

goal of testing everyone comprehensively is crucial to 

stemming an outbreak. Yet access, cost, turnaround 

time, and the reliability of diagnostic tests make them 

unfit on their own for true surveillance and the early 
detection needed for effective contact tracing.

• COVID surface testing

• COVID + influenza surface testing 

The surfaces in our buildings are collectors of virus being shed by 

infected people, even when we cannot tell that these people are 

infected. In fact, forty percent of people infected with COVID-19 

never develop symptoms and those who do develop symptoms 

shed the most virus before they ever feel sick. By testing surfaces 

in high traffic areas, we are testing everyone in these spaces in a 
single test, giving you visibility to the viral status of your commu-

nity in a cost effective manner. 

Enables better infection control procedures

• Validates whether existing infection control protocols are working 

or if there are gaps that should be addressed

• Monitors infection control compliance

• Supports Provider Relief Fund’s infection control mandates

Benefits

Provides non-invasive testing 

that minimizes outbreaks

• Detects COVID regardless of 

symptoms and provides relief to 

those who have issues with diagnostic 

testing, such memory care patients

• Provides continued surveillance of the 

entire community between diagnostic 

tests including those who were not 

tested 

• Gets reliable results within 24 hours of 

your sample arriving in our lab 

Provides competitive advantage in today’s 

challenging senior care market

• Builds residents’ and their families’ confidence that your facility is 
doing all it can to keep residents and staff safe

• Helps keep higher occupancy rate and less room turnovers with a 

stronger ROI

• Reinforces the marketing message of COVID safety within your 

building and website through our certificates and virtual badges

• Provides up to 5 days early warning 

to contact trace and isolate 

asymptomatics before they spread 

the virus
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"Surface testing  has given 

us the confidence to allow 
people to move back in. It's 
very powerful to offer that 
confidence.”

Fee Stubblefield, CEO, The 
Springs Living, LLC

How it works

See what senior communities are saying about surface testing

Our surface testing can easily be done by a staff member swabbing surfaces in high-traffic zones such as door handles, 
elevator buttons, common computers, medication carts, and employee time clocks. 
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1509 Westec Dr., Eugene, Oregon 97402 (541) 362-1361

Order kits, find support, and learn more at

“We had a positive COVID in one of 
our communities. [Surface Testing] 
allowed us to be a full week ahead 
of when we would have seen 
symptoms.”

Sarah Silva, Division President of 
Community Based Care, Avamere

“Surface testing allowed us to 
improve our cleaning protocols 
and how to monitor outside 
providers to prevent the virus from 
entering our facilities.”

Brenda Connelly, Chief Quality 
Officer, The Springs Living, LLC
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